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Abstract: When charged particles collide with atoms, atomic inner shell electrons become ionized,
producing characteristic X-rays. This phenomenon is called particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE).
The characteristic X-ray production cross-sections from PIXE are very large, and the characteristic
X-rays of elements contained in a sample are easily measured by a Silicon detector with a high
energy resolution. Hence, sodium to uranium can be detected with a sensitivity of ppb~ppm, and
PIXE has been applied to trace element analysis. Scanning ion beams can be used to obtain the
spatial distributions of elements in a sample. Furthermore, the distributions of elements inside
a cell can be investigated using micro ion beams. PIXE analysis is a very useful technique for
multi-elemental analysis and is now widely used in many fields and applications, including chemistry,
medicine, biology, archaeology, agriculture, materials science, fisheries science, geology, petrology,
environmental study, contamination monitoring, resource search, semiconductors, metal, astrophysics,
earth science, criminal investigations, and food.
Keywords: PIXE; particle-induced X-ray emission; inner shell ionization; atomic bremsstrahlung;
trace element analysis; micro-beams; micro-PIXE analysis

1. Introduction
When heavy charged particles, on the order MeV, bombard target atoms, characteristic X-rays of
the target atoms are produced. This phenomenon is called particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) [1].
Figure 1 shows the X-ray spectrum of the Ti target bombarded with 3 MeV α particles. Since the
continuous background appearing in the X-ray energy spectrum obtained by heavy charged particle
bombardment is much smaller than that of the electron bombardment, PIXE can be used for trace
element analysis. This is called PIXE analysis [1] in which protons and α particles are usually used. This
type of analysis has been widely applied to chemistry, medicine, biology, agriculture, fisheries, industry,
environmental pollution, archeology, criminal investigations, and searches for mineral resources.
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Figure 1. X-ray energy spectrum of a Ti target bombarded with 3 MeV α particles.
Figure 1. X-ray energy spectrum of a Ti target bombarded with 3 MeV  particles.
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to the speed of light, the inner shell electrons are ionized by the photoelectric effect induced by the
virtual photons.
First, we consider binary collisions between projectiles and target electrons. The mass of the
electron and that of the projectile are expressed as me and mp , respectively. The target electron is bound
2

in an atom with energy (= −U = 12 me v2 − Zer where U,r,v,Z and e are the binding energy, distance
from the nucleus, velocity of the electron at r, atomic number, and elementary charge, respectively). In
the case of a head-on collision between a projectile with velocity V and an electron, the transfer energy
from the projectile to the electron is 2me V 2 + 2me vV. The ionization condition is 2me V 2 + 2me vV > U(:
v > (U − 2me V 2 )/(2me V )). Electrons with large velocities are only ionized in the case of low velocity
projectiles in the vicinity of the nucleus. Therefore, the inner shell ionization cross sections drop with
decreasing projectile energy E (= mp V 2 /2), which is approximately proportional to E4 . Under the
condition of 2me V 2 > U : E > 4mP U/me , all of the electrons can be ionized, and the ionization cross
sections are maximized at E = mp U/me . Above this projectile energy, the ionization cross sections
decrease as a function of 1/E. Figure 2 shows the K-shell ionization cross sections of Al as a function
of proton energy. The reason for the maximum at E = mp U/me is as follows: According to the
Virial theorem, the relationship between the average kinetic energy T ≡< me v2 /2 > and the average
potential energy V ≡< Ze2 /r > is obtained by T = V/2. This result gives T = U due to the identity
−U = T − V.The existence probability of the electron is maximized at the average radius of the electron
orbital. The ionization probability peaks when the projectile reaches this position. Considering the
uncertainty principle, ∆x∆p ≥ }/2, and adopting the orbital radius na0 /Z as ∆x and the minimum
q
q
p
transfer momentum from the projectile to the bound electron 2mp E − 2mp (E − U ) ≈ mp U2 /2E
q
as ∆p, we obtain the expression (na0 /Z) mp U2 /2E ≈ }/2. Assuming U = Z2 Ry/n2 , where Ry is
the Rydberg constant and n is the principal quantum number, we obtain E = mp U/me . This implies
that the ionization cross sections are maximized when the projectile velocity becomes the same as the
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Figure 2. K-shell ionization cross sections of Al as a function of proton energy.
Figure 2. K-shell ionization cross sections of Al as a function of proton energy.

The inner shell ionization cross sections σ i can be estimated by using the binary encounter
approximation, based on Rutherford scattering between the electron and the projectile, and by using
the velocity distribution calculated classically, taking into consideration the inner shell electron being
bound by the Coulomb potential of the target nucleus [4]. This theory expresses σ i as the function
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The inner shell ionization cross sections σi can be estimated by using the binary encounter
approximation, based on Rutherford scattering between the electron and the projectile, and by using
the velocity distribution calculated classically, taking into consideration the inner shell electron being
bound by the Coulomb potential of the target nucleus [4]. This theory expresses σi as the function of
me E/mp U,
U2 σi (E, U )/z2 = f (me E/mp U )
(1)
where z is the charge of the projectile. This is called the scaling law for inner shell ionization
cross sections.
In the case of ion-atom collision, the projectile can simultaneously ionize several inner shell
electrons. This phenomenon is called multiple-inner shell ionization. For example, K-shell and L-shell
multiple ionization is indicated by the satellite lines at Kα and Kβ X-rays in the X-ray energy spectrum.
The probability of multiple inner shell ionization as a function of the impact parameter can be estimated
by perturbation theory, based on a semi-classical approximation [5] where the projectile is treated as an
electric field. The distribution of satellite lines is binomial.
The first theoretical calculation for inner shell ionization cross sections by heavy charged particles
was carried out using the plane wave Born approximation [6]. The cross sections of the K-shell of Al are
shown in Figure 2. There is a discrepancy between the experimental values and theoretical predictions
in the low projectile energy region. This can be explained by the effects of Coulomb deflection of the
projectile and the increased binding energy of the inner shell electrons due to the Coulomb field of
the projectile. An approximation including these effects was derived by Brandt et al. [7] and was
further improved as CPPR-PWBA [8]. This approximation reproduces the experimental cross sections
of inner shell ionizations to within 5% and is typically used in quantitative analysis [9]. The inner shell
ionization cross sections by heavy charged particles were measured energetically in the 1970s and
converted into a table in the 1980s [10].
3. X-ray Production by Heavy Charged Particle Impacts
When an unoccupied state produced by inner shell ionization due to heavy charged particle
impacts is filled by an outer shell electron, a characteristic X-ray or Auger electron is emitted. The Kα
and Kβ X-ray lines in Figure 1 indicate the transitions to the K-shell from the L-shells and M-shells,
respectively. We denote the transition probabilities of the Kα X-rays, Kβ X-rays, and Auger electrons [11]
X
A
as ΓX
α ,Γβ , and Γ , respectively. The emission ratio of X-ray ω is defined by the equation below.
ω=

X
ΓX
α + Γβ

(2)

X
A
ΓX
α + Γβ + Γ

ω is called the fluorescence yield [12]. This value is small in the case of lighter elements.
The total production cross sections of Kα and Kβ X-rays are expressed by the equations below.
X

σKα =

ΓX
α
X
ΓX
α + Γβ

i

ωK σ K ,

X

σKβ =

ΓX
β
X
ΓX
α + Γβ

ωK σi K

(3)

The total production cross sections of Lα -X-rays, Lβ -X-rays, and Lγ -X-rays are derived in a similar
manner. L-X lines are complicated when compared to the K-X lines. In the case of projectile energies
lower than 1 MeV, the differential production cross sections of L X-rays are slightly dependent on the
emission angle in the direction in which the projectiles are incident [13], whereas those of K X-rays
are isotropic.
In addition to the characteristic X-rays, continuous X-rays are produced in ion-atom collisions.
There are three processes for the production of continuous X-rays: quasi-free electron bremsstrahlung
(QFEB) [14], secondary electron bremsstrahlung (SEB) [15], and atomic bremsstrahlung (AB) [16].
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QFEB is the target electron bremsstrahlung produced by the Coulomb potential of the projectile and
is the main component of the continuous X-ray energy spectrum for values less than me E/mp . The
secondary electrons are ejected from atoms in the inner shell ionization. SEB is produced by the
Coulomb potentials of the target nuclei and is the main component of the continuous X-ray energy
spectrum for values less than 4me E/mp . AB is the inner shell electron bremsstrahlung produced by the
Coulomb potential of the target nucleus, without ionization during ion atom collisions, and becomes
the main component of the continuous X-ray energy spectrum for values larger than 4me E/mp . These
continuous X-rays form the continuous background in the X-ray energy spectrum obtained from
PIXE analysis.
4. Applications of PIXE to Elemental Analysis
We adjusted the beam spot size to approximately 1 mm, with slits or a collimator placed just
before the target, and measured the X-rays from the target using an X-ray detector. The X-ray energy
spectrum was stored on a personal computer and the counts NX (Z) of the characteristic X-rays for an
element (atomic number Z) were obtained. Mounting a sample uniformly on a thin polyethylene film,
we obtain the quantity NZ ( g/cm2 ) for element Z as follows.
NZ = NX ( Z )

4πmZ zp e
X
σZ dΩe f fZ QNAv.

(4)

where dΩ, e f fZ , Q, ZP and NAv. are the solid angle of the X-ray detector, the detector efficiency,
integrated projectile charge, projectile charge, and Avogadro’s number, respectively. In the case of a
thick target, the effect of the reduction due to the X-ray self-absorption and projectile energy loss in the
target should be considered when applying the above formula.
We typically use the internal standard method for quantitative analysis. Mixing a standard
element, A, in a known amount, NA , into the sample, we obtain the following formula for an unknown
amount, NZ .
X
NX (Z) mZ σA e f fA
(5)
NZ = NA
NX (A) mA σX e f fZ
Z
The external standard method is applied by making a standard target containing A, in the
known amount, NA , and then measuring the X-rays from the sample target and the standard target
independently. The quantitative formula is shown below.
NZ = NA

X
NX (Z) mZ σA e f fA QA
NX (A) mA σX e f fZ QZ

(6)

Z

Electron-impacts can also produce the characteristic X-rays. However, the electron bremsstrahlung
of the electron beams themselves are intensively emitted by the sample. The intensity of this
bremsstrahlung is approximately 1000 times the SEB. Therefore, electron beams are not appropriate for
trace element analysis [17].
Proton beams are generally used for PIXE analysis due to the low energy loss in the sample. The
detection limit of PIXE analysis is determined by the background of the X-ray spectrum. The main
background produced by proton impacts of less than 1.5 MeV, 1.5–2 MeV, and larger than 3MeV is
AB, AB + SEB, and SEB + Compton tail background of γ-rays, respectively [18]. Figure 3 shows the
two-dimensional expression of the detection limit estimated based on these backgrounds in the case
of a biological sample [19]. We can see from this figure that an appropriate proton energy for PIXE
analysis is approximately 3 MeV.

Proton beams are generally used for PIXE analysis due to the low energy loss in the sample. The
detection limit of PIXE analysis is determined by the background of the X-ray spectrum. The main
background produced by proton impacts of less than 1.5 MeV, 1.5–2 MeV, and larger than 3MeV is
AB, AB + SEB, and SEB + Compton tail background of -rays, respectively [18]. Figure 3 shows the
two-dimensional expression of the detection limit estimated based on these backgrounds in the case
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Figure 3. Detection limit of particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) analysis for biological samples.
Figure 3. Detection limit of particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) analysis for biological samples.
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slits. particles of more than 10 MeV. Recently,
positron emission tomography (PET) using a positron emitter nuclide has become popular for functional
diagnostic imaging. Accelerators of several tens of MeV are required to produce positron emitter
nuclides. When accelerating hydrogen molecules instead of deuterons under the cyclotron acceleration
mode condition for 6 MeV deuterons, proton beams of 3 MeV can be obtained. There is an institution
that uses such proton beams for PIXE analysis [20]. Furthermore, a compact cyclotron (3 MeV proton
beams) has been developed for applications to PIXE analysis [21]. A PIXE analysis method using
proton beams of energies greater than 10 MeV from a cyclotron has also been developed [22]. However,
the sensitivity is lower than that of the 3 MeV protons.
6. X-ray Detector for PIXE Analysis
PIXE can be applied to trace element analysis due to the successful development of a high
resolution X-ray detector known as a Si(Li) detector [3]. Due to the thick detection length, it can
measure the K X-rays of uranium. The energy resolution of this detector was approximately 220 eV,
which was achieved by cooling FET circuits with liquid nitrogen and characteristic X-rays for almost
all elements, which were observed separately in the PIXE spectrum. The size of this detector was large
due to the liquid nitrogen cooling system. Recently, a silicon drift detector (SDD) has been developed,
from which a high energy resolution 125–140 eV can be obtained due to the Peltier cooling effect.
The size of this detector is small, which makes it easy to use when compared to the previous version.
However, the detection length is approximately 0.5 mm and the efficiency is low for higher atomic
number elements. The CdTe detector is useful for high atomic number elements. These X-ray detectors
are already marketed commercially.
7. Target Preparation for PIXE Analysis
We prepared a target frame made from polypropylene with a hole diameter of 25 mm at the
center. We then placed a thin backing film consisting of hydrogen and carbon into the frame. The
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detection sensitivity increases because the backing film is thin. Dropping polyvinyl formal liquid onto
the surface of grape sugar liquid and then peeling up the thin film that forms on the surface can be
used to make a backing film with a thickness of approximately 0.1 µm [23]. We can also make an
ultra-thin backing film by vapor-depositing high-purity carbon. When the PIXE analysis method was
initially developed, the aim was to achieve ultra-trace element analysis. These films proved very useful
to that end. At present, it is common to use a polypropylene film with a thickness of 4 µm, which is
comparatively high strength and easy to use.
Usually, we homogenize a sample, drop it onto the backing film, dry it, irradiate it with proton
beams, measure X-rays, and perform the PIXE analysis. The sensitivity of PIXE analysis can be
improved by liquefying the sample by adding nitric acid and transpiring water with a microwave
oven [24]. However, halogen elements are evaporated when applying this method.
When the sample is water, passing through a charcoal filter and then incinerating the charcoal
filter enables us to condense the sample and raise the sensitivity to ppt [25].
In the case of mineral samples, there is a simple method in which the sample is powdered in an
agate bowl, mixed with glycerin, and smeared on a backing film.
8. Target Chamber for PIXE Analysis
A vacuum chamber is usually used for PIXE analysis. The inner wall surface of the chamber is
covered with polyethylene resin film with a thickness of 1 mm to protect the scattered beams. The
beam collimators to the target should be designed to ensure that halo beams do not hit the target frame.
The proton beams can be extracted from the vacuum to the atmosphere by passing through a
Kapton film with a thickness of 10 µm, and the PIXE analysis can be carried out under atmospheric
conditions [26]. Ar elements in the air can be used as the standard element.
Quantum Beam Sci. 2019, 3, 12
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9. Peak Separation Methods in PIXE Analysis
The peaks of the characteristic X-rays for each element appearing in the X-ray energy spectrum
The peaks of the characteristic X-rays for each element appearing in the X-ray energy spectrum
are fitted to Gaussian functions by the least squares method and X-ray counts are obtained with
are fitted to Gaussian functions by the least squares method and X-ray counts are obtained with respect
respect to the peaks. Figure 4 shows an example of peak separation in an X-ray energy spectrum of
to the peaks. Figure 4 shows an example of peak separation in an X-ray energy spectrum of bovine
bovine liver obtained using 3 MeV proton PIXE [27].
liver obtained using 3 MeV proton PIXE [27].

Figure 4. Peak separation of an X-ray energy spectrum of bovine liver obtained using 3 MeV proton PIXE.
Figure 4. Peak separation of an X-ray energy spectrum of bovine liver obtained using 3 MeV proton
PIXE.

The continuous background in this figure consists of SEB and AB from carbon, phosphorus,
sulfur and potassium.
Peak fitting software is commercially available, such as GUPIXWIN (University of Guelph,
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The continuous background in this figure consists of SEB and AB from carbon, phosphorus, sulfur
and potassium.
Peak fitting software is commercially available, such as GUPIXWIN (University of Guelph, Guelph,
ON, Canada).
10. Applications of PIXE Analysis
Because the PIXE analysis method is simple and can be used to analyze almost all elements
simultaneously with high sensitivity, it is now used in a broad range of fields and applications, such as
contamination monitoring of food, materials science, medicine, biology, fisheries, agriculture, geology,
petrology, environmental study, archaeology, resource searching, semiconductors, metals, chemistry,
astrophysics, earth science, and criminal investigations.
1. Food
The sensitivity of PIXE analysis to hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen is very low due to
absorption in the detection window (usually Be film) of X-ray detectors. However, it is very high in
the case of absorption of metallic elements and heavy elements in biological samples consisting of
light elements as the main ingredients. Therefore, PIXE is suitable for analyzing biological samples.
Research on food inspection swiftly followed the development of PIXE analysis. Figure 5 shows the
PIXE spectrum
of canned
Quantum
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Figure 5. Analysis of canned tomato juice.
Figure 5. Analysis of canned tomato juice.

The sample was contaminated with uranium as the standard element. We can see from the
The sample was contaminated with uranium as the standard element. We can see from the
spectrum that the sample contained poisonous elements such as Cd, Sn, and Pb. Because solder
spectrum that the sample contained poisonous elements such as Cd, Sn, and Pb. Because solder was
was used for junctions of tin plates for canned tomato juice sold in the early 1970s, the juice was
used for junctions of tin plates for canned tomato juice sold in the early 1970s, the juice was
contaminated with tin.
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used for junctions of tin plates for canned tomato juice sold in the early 1970s, the juice was
contaminated with tin.
2. Biological Sample
A blood sample can easily be analyzed by extracting a small quantity from the body and placing
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Figure 6. The PIXE spectrum of the whole blood of a healthy person.
Figure 6. The PIXE spectrum of the whole blood of a healthy person.
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Figure 7. PIXE spectrum of airborne dust in Sapporo, Japan in April of 1982.

Many iron elements were observed in this spectrum. These were iron particulates from studded
tires, which resulted in the prohibition of such tires.
4. River Water
In the PIXE analysis of sea water, E.M. Johansson and S.A.E Johansson observed 28 elements in
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Many iron elements were observed in this spectrum. These were iron particulates from studded
tires, which resulted in the prohibition of such tires.
4. River Water
In the PIXE analysis of sea water, E.M. Johansson and S.A.E Johansson observed 28 elements in a
sample taken from the sea in Sweden by applying a condensation method using a charcoal filter [25].
We analyzed river water using a condensation method based on colloids and precipitation. Figure 8
shows the results of the PIXE analysis of the river water sampled at eight points from the upper stream
to the lower stream of the Miyagi Natori river [31]. S represents the hot spring water, which flows into
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5. Archeological
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5. Archeological
The difference between the PIXE analysis method and other analysis methods is that the
The difference between the PIXE analysis method and other analysis methods is that the
distributions of elements are obtained by scanning particle beams on the surface of the sample.
distributions of elements are obtained by scanning particle beams on the surface of the sample. Since
Since the space distributions of elements can be displayed as a picture, we call this a “PIXE camera.”
the space distributions of elements can be displayed as a picture, we call this a “PIXE camera.”
Because the beam from the electrostatic accelerator has a very small emittance, a beam spot of 0.1
Because the beam from the electrostatic accelerator has a very small emittance, a beam spot of 0.1 to
to 0.5 mm can be obtained by passing the beam through two narrow slits separated by a distance
0.5 mm can be obtained by passing the beam through two narrow slits separated by a distance of
of approximately 1.5 m. The space distribution of each element is obtained by scanning beams on
approximately 1.5 m. The space distribution of each element is obtained by scanning beams on the
the sample with a dipole magnet and recording the detection position and energy of the X-ray [32].
sample with a dipole magnet and recording the detection position and energy of the X-ray [32]. Figure
Figure 9 shows a photograph of earthenware depicting a human face, which was discovered at the
9 shows a photograph of earthenware depicting a human face, which was discovered at the ruins of
ruins of the Miyagi Kamikawana shell mound (approximately 7,000 years ago). The right side of the
the Miyagi Kamikawana shell mound (approximately 7,000 years ago). The right side of the photo
photo shows the distributions of Ca and Fe around an eye captured by a PIXE camera. It is believed
shows the distributions of Ca and Fe around an eye captured by a PIXE camera. It is believed that
that Ancient Japanese people (Jomon) had the custom of painting around the eyes with red iron oxide,
Ancient Japanese people (Jomon) had the custom of painting around the eyes with red iron oxide,
like American indigenous peoples.
like American indigenous peoples.
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9 shows a photograph of earthenware depicting a human face, which was discovered at the ruins of
the Miyagi Kamikawana shell mound (approximately 7,000 years ago). The right side of the photo
shows the distributions of Ca and Fe around an eye captured by a PIXE camera. It is believed that
Ancient Japanese people (Jomon) had the custom of painting around the eyes with red iron oxide,
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Figure 9. Spatial distributions of Ca and Fe from earthenware depicting a human face.
Figure 9. Spatial distributions of Ca and Fe from earthenware depicting a human face.
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Figure 10. Elemental distributions of the endothelial cells of a blood vessel from a cow, obtained using
Figure 10. Elemental distributions of the endothelial cells of a blood vessel from a cow, obtained using
a micro-PIXE
camera with 2.6 MeV protons.
a micro-PIXE camera with 2.6 MeV protons.
According to the results of micro-PIXE analysis of human esophageal cancer cells grown in
culture solution containing cisplatin, Pt from cisplatin was detected in cancer cells [34]. This shows
that the conformity of antineoplastic drugs can be investigated with in vitro experiments using microPIXE analysis.
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According to the results of micro-PIXE analysis of human esophageal cancer cells grown in
culture solution containing cisplatin, Pt from cisplatin was detected in cancer cells [34]. This shows
that the conformity of antineoplastic drugs can be investigated with in vitro experiments using
micro-PIXE analysis.
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3, 12the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant was to quantify
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task
after
food contamination by radioisotopes. Small parts of brown rice harvested in Fukushima in the autumn
autumn of 2011 were polluted with radioactive cesium, which was problematic because the specific
of 2011 were polluted with radioactive cesium, which was problematic because the specific activity of
activity of a few sections of this small part exceeded the standard value (500 Bq/kg at this time and
a few sections of this small part exceeded the standard value (500 Bq/kg at this time and 100 Bq/kg
100 Bq/kg thereafter in 2012). However, by polishing the contaminated brown rice, the specific
thereafter in 2012). However, by polishing the contaminated brown rice, the specific activity of polished
activity of polished rice, which is white rice, decreased to below the standard value. Then, we grew
rice, which is white rice, decreased to below the standard value. Then, we grew rice in soil containing
rice in soil containing cesium and subjected a section of the brown rice to micro-PIXE analysis [35].
cesium and subjected a section of the brown rice to micro-PIXE analysis [35]. The results are shown in
The results are shown in Figure 11.
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11. Summary
11. Summary
The method of PIXE analysis is now a sufficiently sophisticated technology and is highly suitable
The method of PIXE analysis is now a sufficiently sophisticated technology and is highly suitable
for the analysis of biological, medical, and environmental samples. Therefore, our hope is that the
for the analysis of biological, medical, and environmental samples. Therefore, our hope is that the
general public will be able to use PIXE analysis freely. However, not so many accelerators can be applied
general public will be able to use PIXE analysis freely. However, not so many accelerators can be
to PIXE analysis. On the other hand, there are now many cyclotron accelerators of proton energy
applied to PIXE analysis. On the other hand, there are now many cyclotron accelerators of proton
fixed in the range 10~20 MeV for cancer and brain diagnosis using positron emission tomography
energy fixed in the range 10 ~ 20 MeV for cancer and brain diagnosis using positron emission
(PET). For example, there are 151 in Japan. Though the sensitivity of PIXE analysis using such high
tomography (PET). For example, there are 151 in Japan. Though the sensitivity of PIXE analysis using
energy protons is not as high as mentioned at the end of Section 5, the promotion of the use of these
such high energy protons is not as high as mentioned at the end of section 5, the promotion of the use
accelerators to PIXE analysis will contribute to the development of this field.
of these accelerators to PIXE analysis will contribute to the development of this field.
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